
Table/Floor Decorations 
               

 

Table/Floor Decoration of 3 plain latex - £8.99  

 

Table/Floor Decoration of 1 printed and 2 plain 

latex - £9.50 

 

Table/Floor Decoration of 3 printed latex - £9.99 

 

Table/Floor Decoration 1 foil with 2 plain latex 

under - £11.99 

 

Table/Floor Decoration of 5 latex balloons - £13.99 

    

 

Table/Floor Decoration of 3 foil balloons - £13.99 

 

 

Floor Cluster of 6 latex balloons - £16.99 

Floor Cluster of 7 latex balloons - £18.99 

Floor Cluster of 9 latex balloons - £22.99 

 



Arches/LED Numbers 
               

 

Large Single latex Balloon Arch Helium Filled (ideal for top 

table/stage/dancefloor) – from £65.00 

 

Small Single latex Balloon Arch Helium Filled (ideal for double 

door way/cake tables) – from £45.00 

 

 

Spiral Double Door Arch from £150.00 

 

Small Organic Grab & Go Balloon Hanging Garland  

- From £75.00 

 

 

Large Organic Balloon Arch - From £125.00 

 

 

LED Numbers (0-9) - £50.00 per number 

 

 

Organic Arch over LED Numbers - £150.00 



 

7ft High Column in 2 colours to create a 

spiral effect, topper with a large balloon 

on top - £50.00ea* 

* (additional if balloons require personalising) 

 

 

Classic Bouquets for all occasions includes  

2 foils and 3 latex - £18.99 

 

All foil Balloon Bouquets for all occasions 

includes 2 foils and 3 plain stars or hearts 

From - £24.99 

 

 

Personalised Orbz or Bubble Balloon personalised  

with collar & 2 plain stars or hearts - £32.99 

 

Personalised orbz or bubble with collar and 

weighted - £28.00 

 

 

Balloon in a box delivered locally - £15.00 

Balloon in a box delivered nationwide - £20.00 



STACK PACKAGES 
               

 

Single Digit Stack - £15.99  
 
Double Digit Stack - £29.99 
 

               

Additional Floor clusters foil or latex option 
 

2x Floor Clusters of 3 latex balloons 

(coated) with stacks  

£31.99 for single digit 

£45.99 for double digit. 
               

2x Floor Clusters of 3 FOIL stars with 

stacks    

 £39.99 for single digit 

 £53.99 for double digit. 



OTHER 
               

 

 

Gender Reveal 3ft latex - £39.99 

 

 

 Mr & Mrs 3ft/36” Latex - £39.99each 

 

 

Table Top air filled centrepieces - £6.99  

or personalised for £11.99 

 

 

 

 


